MARCH 29th, 2015
DE LA SALLE INSTITUTE
SPORTS COMPLEX
3434 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60616

ALL CHILDREN COMPETITORS
WILL BE AWARDED
FREE EXCITING MARTIAL
ARTS DEMOS
KOREAN, JAPANESE,
OKINAWAN, CHINESE,
BRAZILIAN
STYLE DIVISIONS

PROFESSIONAL
CASH DIVISIONS

Entry Fee $50 for all divisions
Pre-Register by March 17th, 2015
$55 for two divisions, $5 for each
additional division at the door.
Cash only on the day of the event.
NO REFUNDS-PLEASE DO NOT ASK
Send to pre-registrations to:
GOOD CHAMPS KARATE or Derian Winder
7521 McCook • Hammond, IN 46323

Thank you Black Belts for making “Day of Champions” a success.

MIDWEST REGIONAL
“DAY OF CHAMPIONS”
MULTI-MARTIAL ARTS CLASSIC
GOOD CHAMPS KARATE ACADEMIES
7521 McCook
Hammond, IN 46323

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
DERIAN WINDER-PROMOTER
TEL: 773.556-9794   EMAIL: GOODCHAMPS@YAHOO.COM • HOSTED BY: GOOD CHAMPS KARATE ACADEMY

THANK YOU BLACK BELTS FOR MAKING “DAY OF CHAMPIONS” A SUCCESS.
JAPANESE, OKINAWAN, KOREAN, CHINESE, BRZAILIAN DIVISIONS

FORMS

UNDER BELT
5 & Under ALL RANKS 9-10 INT 13-14 INT 18-29 INT
6 Yr. Old ALL RANKS 9-10 ADV 13-14 ADV 18-29 ADV
7-8 NOV 11-12 NOV 15-17 NOV 30-43 NOV
7-8 INT 11-12 INT 15-17 INT 30-43 INT
7-8 ADV 11-12 ADV 15-17 ADV 35 & UP NOV
9-10 NOV 13-14 NOV 18-29 NOV 35 & UP ADV

BLACK BELT
10-11 14 - 15 18 – 29 40-49
12 - 13 16 - 17 30 – 39 50 & UP

SPARRING - ALL STYLES Mandatory Safety Equipment Required

UNDER BELT
5 & Under ALL RANKS 9-10 BOYS ADV 13-14 BOYS NOV 18 - 29 MEN NOV
6 BOYS ALL RANKS 9-10 GIRLS NOV 13-14 GIRLS INT 18 - 29 MEN INT
6 GIRLS ALL RANKS 9-10 GIRLS INT 13-14 GIRLS NOV 18 - 29 MEN ADV
7 - 8 BOYS NOV 9-10 GIRLS NOV 13-14 GIRLS INT 18 – 34 WOMEN NOV
7 - 8 BOYS INT 11-12 BOYS NOV 13-14 GIRLS ADV 18 – 34 WOMEN ADV
7 - 8 BOYS ADV 11-12 BOYS INT 15-17 BOYS NOV 30 – 37 MEN NOV
7 - 8 GIRLS NOV 11-12 BOYS NOV 15-17 BOYS ADV 30 – 37 MEN ADV
7 – 8 GIRLS INT 11-12 GIRLS NOV 15-17 BOYS ADV 35 & UP WOMEN NOV
7 – 8 GIRLS ADV 11-12 GIRLS INT 15-17 GIRLS NOV 35 & UP WOMEN ADV
9 -10 BOYS NOV 11-12 GIRLS NOV 15-17 GIRLS INT 38 – 44 MEN NOV
9 -10 BOYS INT 13-14 BOYS NOV 15-17 GIRLS ADV 38 – 44 MEN ADV

BLACK BELT
10-11 BOYS 18-29 MEN
10-11 GIRLS Superlight Weight (119 Lbs. & below)
12-13 BOYS 18-29 MEN
12-13 GIRLS Light Weight (140 - 149 Lbs.)
14-15 BOYS 18-29 MEN Light
14-15 GIRLS Light Weight (140 - 149 Lbs.)
16-17 BOYS 18-29 MEN
16-17 GIRLS Middle Weight (150 - 159Lbs.)

WEAPONS

UNDER BELT
9 & Under NOV 10 - 13 NOV 14 - 17 NOV ADULT NOV
9 & Under ADV 10 - 13 ADV 14 - 17 ADV ADULT ADV

BLACK BELT
ADULT 1ST – 2ND DAN ADULT 3RD – 4TH DAN ADULT 5TH Dan & HIGHER

CONTINUOUS SPARRING

UNDER BELT
9-11 BOYS/GIRLS 9-11 BOYS/GIRLS
66 Lbs. & Below 66 Lbs. & Above
9-11 BOYS/GIRLS 9-11 BOYS/GIRLS
99 Lbs. & Below 99 Lbs. & Above
12 -14 BOYS 12 -14 BOYS
100 Lbs. & Above 100 Lbs. & Above
15- 17 BOYS 15- 17 BOYS
143 Lbs. & Below 143 Lbs. & Above
12- 17 GIRLS 12- 17 GIRLS
121 Lbs. & Below 121 Lbs. & Above
15- 17 GIRLS 15- 17 GIRLS
144 Lbs. & Above 144 Lbs. & Above

“MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLES”

UNDER BELT 17 & UNDER FORMS MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
BLACK BELT 17 & UNDER FORMS MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
BLACK BELT ADULT FORMS MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE $200
BLACK BELT MEN SPARRING MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE $200
BLACK BELT SELF-DEFENSE MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE $200
BLACK BELT MEN 3-MAN TEAM SPARRING MIDWEST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE $300

REGISTRATION BEGINS - 9:00AM
JUDGES MEETING - 10:00AM
TOURNAMENT STARTS - 10:30AM

PRE-REGISTER
March 17, 2015 and SAVE!!
One or All Events $50.00
Spectator Fee $7.00
Spectators 5 and under FREE

REGISTRATION
One/Two Events $55.00
Each Additional $5.00
Spectator Fee $10.00
Spectators 5 and under FREE
$5.00 discount to competitors with proof of members of credible martial arts organizations

Send pre-registrations to: Derian Winder • 7521 McCook Ave • Hammond, IN 46323

“A Well Run Event With Good Competition”